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EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - KENDRICK’S PALACE

KENDRICK’S PALACE in orbit of GOLIATH. Light from the sun

reflects on her grey steel hull plating, making the palace

shine like a little star orbiting the blue gas giant.

FREIGHTERS are docked at the station. One of them is the

BLUE STAR.

INT. KENDRICK’S PALACE - the floor

An eclectic group of over 20 EMPLOYEES of various races and

genders are at work on THE FLOOR. It is the central hub of

the Universal Trading Company. The place where deals are

made and hard cash is earned and right now it is buzzing

with activity.

SHOT ON: a PLATFORM rises up from an ELEVATOR SHAFT,

carrying JOHN Kendrick and his father BILL.

John steps off the platform and takes in his surroundings.

He whistles in amazement, much to Bill’s satisfaction.

JOHN

Can’t believe how much things have

changed around here.

BILL

(smiling)

Guess we finally caught up with the

24th century.

As they move through the floor, passing employees busy

making deals:

BILL(CONT’D)

The infrastructure cost us a small

fortune but it’s slowly starting to

pay off. Commerce is booming like

never before. Especially now that

the war is over.

JOHN

(sincere)

I’m impressed dad.

BILL

(saddened)

This was all your brother’s work

y’know. It’s his legacy to the

company.

As they head off for the stairs leading up to BILL’S OFFICE:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BILL(CONT’D)

When I first took over the business

from your grandfather, every day

was a struggle just to keep our

heads above water.

JOHN

(fondly)

I remember the bedtime stories.

As they walk up the stairs:

BILL

But once the company became

profitable again, I became

complacent. And just like my father

before me, I tried to avoid taking

risks.

JOHN

But Eric showed you that risk is

part of business.

(affectionately)

He was always the daredevil, even

as a kid.

BILL

He sure was. But in this case it

was more than just rolling the dice

and hope you have a win.

Bill stops for a moment:

BILL (CONT’D)

Your brother had a vision. He

wasn’t afraid to dream. To aim

higher.

Bill starts walking up the stairs again.

As the doors to his office slide open:

INT. KENDRICK’S PALACE - BILL’S OFFICE (CONTINUOUS)

Bill steps into the office with John just behind him.

The office has a very SPARTAN INTERIOR with BIG WINDOWS

overlooking The Floor. It gives Bill a sense of control. As

he is able to look over their shoulders at any given time,

his employees know that there is no time to slack on the

job.

Bill gets behind his old OAK DESK. He signals John to take

one of the 2 seats across him.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

BILL

The death of your brother has been

a great tragedy. For our family as

well as the company.

John opens his mouth to say something, but Bill raises his

hand to silence him.

BILL(CONT’D)

I know what you are going to say.

That you swore an oath to the

Federation. That you only seek to

better yourself and humanity.

As John shuffles uncomfortably around in his chair.

JOHN

Yes. I wanted to be part of

something bigger, something better.

But that’s not the only reason why

I joined Starfleet. I wanted to

explore the galaxy. Challenge my

ideas and beliefs. I never saw

myself as a businessman who goes to

work every day in his-

(looking at his clothes)

expensive suit.

As Bill leans in on his desk, ready to make his case:

JOHN (CONT’D)

(cutting Bill off)

They offered me a position as first

officer on board the USS Columbia.

(beat)

But I passed on the offer.

As he looks Bill straight in the eyes:

JOHN (CONT’D)

I resigned my commission with

Starfleet dad.

Upon hearing the word ’resigned’, Bill drops back into his

seat. It looks like John completely took him by surprise.

BILL

(a hint of disbelief)

You did?

JOHN

(more confident)

You didn’t see that one coming did

you? Knowing you, you probably

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

JOHN
prepared an entire list of reasons

to convince me to stay here.

(teasing)

Hope you’re not too disappointed

now?

BILL

No.

(shaking his head)

No of course not. It’s just-

JOHN

Some things are more important than

Starfleet or the Federation.

(beat)

Family, for example.

Bill just nods before continuing:

BILL

I know this mustn’t have been easy

for you son, passing on a promotion

like that. But trust me when I say:

you can do a lot more good out here

than you ever could on one of those

big starships.

JOHN

(sarcastically)

You mean filling the family vault

with more gold-pressed latinum?

BILL

(shaking his head)

No son. No.

He gets up from his chair and walks past his desk towards

the windows overlooking The Floor. With his hands folded

behind his back:

BILL (CONT’D)

I’d hoped that all these years

spent away from home would’ve

helped you to better understand

what we’re trying to do out here.

We’re not just in the business to

make money. Of course that’s part

of it. But not everything.

As he turns back to John:

(CONTINUED)
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BILL (CONT’D)

We’re a long way from the nearest

Federation outpost. Out of sight

out of mind as the saying goes.

Nobody cares about us son.

Starfleet doesn’t send out ships

here to supply isolated colonies

with food and medicines. To

transport men, women and children

where they need to be. Out here, at

the edge of known space, we’re the

ones that bind worlds and people.

JOHN

(almost surprised)

So you really do care about what

happens out there?

As Bill takes the seat next to John:

BILL

Of course I do.

John looks down at the people working on The Floor.

JOHN

(realising)

I could never replace Eric, dad.

BILL

Nobody expects you to son. We’ll

start slowly.

As John smiles and nods his head in agreement:

INT. KENDRICK’S PALACE - BAR

MOA is engaging in a drinking competition with a FERENGI.

Around their small table a massive CROWD has gathered. Moa

is about to take another shot. She looks very drunk.

CROWD

(chanting)

Drink! Drink! Drink!

She downs the shot and grimaces as the alcohol goes down.

She’s clearly at the edge of her limits. The crowd roars

while the Ferengi looks half asleep.

MOA

(drunkenly)

Come on big guy. What’s the matter,

need someone to massage your ears

to get you going?

(CONTINUED)
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CROWD

(exclaiming)

Whoa!

The Ferengi doesn’t give any indication that he’s heard

anything as he moves his shot closer to his lips, only to

pass out and tumble out of his chair.

The crowd goes wild as Moa collects the MASSIVE pile of

LATINUM STRIPS from off the table.

MOA(CONT’D)

(excitedly)

Yeah, who’s the drinking champion

of these parts? MEEEEEEE!!!!

The crowd begins to scatter, as Moa grabs the last remaining

shot from the center of the table.

MOA(CONT’D)

(raising the shot)

Here’s to you, Ole Hennessy.

(downs it)

Rest in peace.

She looks around to see that the patrons of the bar have

returned to their business.

MOA(CONT’D)

(slurring)

Any keepers?

No response.

And then:

NATALIE (O.S.)

How ’bout me?

NATALIE Kendrick walks up to Moa and sits down opposite her.

MOA

(with a drunken smile)

Well, lookie who we have here-

(hic)

-sorry, isn’t you, the shiniest

star in the whole wide galaxy.

NATALIE

(slightly embarrassed)

Hello Moa. I hope this isn’t a bad

time.

(CONTINUED)
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MOA

(smiling)

Nope, not at all-

(hic)

-Want me to buy you pretty lady a

drink?

NATALIE

(really embarrassed)

Um, no thanks I’m- I’m good.

Natalie awkwardly smiles, clearly not expecting Moa to be

this inebriated.

MOA

(disappointed)

Aw come on, if Ole Hennessy was

here he would say-

(imitating an old man’s voice)

-"somewhere in the"-

(hic)

-"galaxy it’s happy hour, so why

not here and now?"

NATALIE

I heard what happened to him. He

was a good man and you have my

sincerest condolences.

Moa pours herself another shot.

NATALIE (CONT’D)

(uncomfortable)

I know that you two were close.

She downs the shot.

NATALIE (CONT’D)

(really uncomfortable)

And I can see that you’re handling

it-

(beat)

-well.

MOA

(holds up the empty shot)

Oh this? This is just me toasting

his memory. I drank for him-

(beat, she tries to remember)

-at least five times.

(CONTINUED)
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NATALIE

(quietly)

Yeah.

Silence.

MOA

(suddenly)

And then a Ferengi saw me drinking

and I challenged him to a drinking

game and I won because I’m awesome.

NATALIE

Okay this is definitely not the

right time to be telling you this,

it can wait until morning when

you’re less-

(beat)

-inebriated.

MOA

(drunkenly)

Oh come one, what is it? Tell

meeeee!

Natalie facepalms.

NATALIE

(suddenly shouting)

We found someone to captain the

Blue Star.

Moa remains silent for a second.

MOA

(deadpan)

What?

NATALIE

(very awkwardly)

It’s my brother.

Silence.

Suddenly Moa starts laughing, thinking that this is all a

joke.

MOA

(laughing)

I’m pretty sure ghosts can’t be

captain.

Natalie looks noticeably frustrated upon hearing the comment

while Moa continues to laugh.

(CONTINUED)
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NATALIE

(slowly)

It’s my other bother.

Moa stops laughing.

MOA

(incredulously)

What!? The A-

(hic)

-cademy boy?

NATALIE

The very same.

MOA

The girly one?

Natalie pauses for a second, biting her lip to avoid busting

up laughing. Moa then lets out a loud belly laugh at her own

statement and Natalie stops resisting and joins in.

NATALIE

(laughing)

I guess that’s the one.

MOA

But, he doesn’t have any business

experience at all! He’s probably

been brainwashed into that "we

don’t need money, we improve

ourselves" bullshit the

Federation’s been feeding everyone.

NATALIE

Which is why my father put him in

charge of the Blue Star. A few

months on your ship will teach him

how the universe works in these

parts of the galaxy. Dad calls it

the first part of John’s internship

at the company. I just call it what

it is: a reality check.

MOA

I need to see Bill. This is just

crazy. I have to talk to him.

She gets up only to lose her balance and fall on the ground.

MOA(CONT’D)

Natalie the floor punched me in the

face.

(CONTINUED)
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Natalie rolls her eyes and picks up Moa from the floor.

NATALIE

Come on pretty lady, let me walk

you home.

MOA

Yeah, I’ll talk to him later.

As they head out for the exit:

INT. BLUE STAR - MOA’S CABIN - LATER

The door to the corridor opens and Natalie walks in propping

up a drunk Moa by the shoulder.

MOA

Natalie?

NATALIE

Yes Moa?

MOA

I think I love you.

NATALIE

(blushing)

You definitely had too much to

drink.

MOA

No, I mean it, you’re so beautiful.

Moa kisses Natalie suddenly causing Natalie to pull back.

After another second Natalie returns the kiss.

NATALIE

(mid-kiss)

Moa, I need to go.

Natalie breaks the kiss.

MOA

(pleading)

Please don’t go.

Natalie is already at the door.

NATALIE

Good night Moa.

(CONTINUED)
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MOA

But-but.

The door shuts leaving Moa alone.

EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - KENDRICK’S PALACE

The station slowly moves to the other side of Goliath, out

of our view.

INT. KENDRICK’S PALACE - STAR GALLERY

A BIG HALL which gives visitors a magnificent view on the

MILLIONS OF STARS outside.

It is here that we find John again, staring into infinity.

As his mother, ELISABETH, carefully approaches him from

behind:

ELISABETH

Still the daydreamer?

Still focused on the sea of stars in front of him:

JOHN

It’s the only place on this station

where I’m able to find some kind of

peace of mind.

As she steps up next to him, now both glaring into infinity:

ELISABETH

You talked to your father.

JOHN

Yes. Well-

(a smile)

Father did most of the talking.

A smile on her lips, recognizing her husband’s ways:

ELISABETH

Your father means well.

JOHN

I know. But sometimes he can be so-

ELISABETH

Intimidating.

As he looks her in the eyes:

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

I don’t know if I can ever live up

to his expectations. I never wanted

this life.

As she takes her son by the arm.

ELISABETH

Your father is a man of tradition.

He takes great pride in his

family’s accomplishments.

JOHN

And now that Eric is dead, I’m his

only son. The only one who can

carry on the family name. The

tradition.

ELISABETH

Exactly.

He sighs, realizing the immense responsibility now resting

on his shoulders.

Elisabeth sees the sadness in his eyes.

ELISABETH(CONT’D)

But where a father only thinks

about his legacy, a mother will

only think about her children’s

happiness.

As she gently caresses his face like only a loving mother

could:

ELISABETH(CONT’D)

You do what your heart tells you to

do John.

He takes her hand and kisses it gently.

JOHN

Thanks mother.

As they both divert their attention back to the starry sky

in front of them.



13.

EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - KENDRICK’S PALACE

Shot of the Blue Star docked at the station.

INT. BLUE STAR - THE GALLEY

Moa pours herself a hot cup of coffee. She doesn’t look too

great, probably still dealing with a hangover.

She turns round and goes up to the table where TOLENA and

BRIKANE are eating their lunch.

BRIKANE

(determined)

I am not taking orders from

Starfleet.

As he takes a bite from his sandwich:

MOA

Last time I checked our hull, there

wasn’t any damn NCC registry number

painted on it.

(as she sits down)

We’re still an independent

freighter. Nothing’s changed, okay?

BRIKANE

You can take an officer out of

Starfleet but you can’t get

Starfleet out of the officer.

(slurping his coffee)

Before you know it he’ll be

ordering us to do drill exercises.

Tolena picks up a PADD from the table. It has a picture of

John in his Starfleet uniform.

TOLENA

(dreamy eyes)

He sure looks better than Old

Hennessey.

MOA

I know that look. Don’t you even

try. That’s Bill Kendrick’s son

remember?

Tolena lowers the PADD again.

TOLENA

Look Moa: I was born poor, but that

doesn’t mean I have to die poor.

(CONTINUED)
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Moa rolls her eyes before dropping her face in her hands:

MOA

I think I’m getting sick.

BRIKANE

You’re taking this change of

command rather well Moa.

TOLENA

Yeah. Didn’t the old man promise

you this ship if he came to pass?

MOA

(looking back up)

The man made a lot of promises in

his lifetime. And he was usually

drunk when he made them. Still,

we’ll see how well the Starfleet

boy performs tomorrow.

As she takes another sip from her coffee:

EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - DODECAHEDRON

The DODECAHEDRON, the Kendrick’s family burial tomb in lower

orbit of the blue gas giant.

INT. DODECAHEDRON

A peaceful place. Dimly lit. The only sound we hear is the

SOFT NOISE of the engine that keeps this structure up in the

air.

The walls are built out of small eight pointed CUBES. Some

have NAME TAGS, but most of them are nameless. In the center

there’s a ROUND PLATFORM.

The serenity of the place is suddenly disturbed by the sound

of DOORS SLIDING OPEN.

BRIGHT LIGHT shines in, revealing the contours of John. As

he walks in, the doors close behind him. All is silent

again.

John walks around the place, taking it all in. It’s part of

his past. His future.

He stops at one of the small cubes as he reads:

SHOT ON: "Eric Kendrick 05/15/2352 - 03-18-2376".

(CONTINUED)
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He touches the name tag of his younger brother. He smiles.

Warm memories resurface. As he pushes a SMALL BUTTON next to

the name tag, a HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION starts to play on the

round platform behind him.

As he looks at the projection, we see various images of

ERIC:

- his birth

- his childhood years, playing with John and Natalie

- family parties

- working with his dad

John walks up to the platform, absorbing the imagery. A

lonely tear runs down his face as he sees the final

projection of his younger brother, in black and white.

As the holographic projection slowly dissipates into

nothingness, the room is again cold and dimly lit.

EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - KENDRICK’S PALACE

Close-up of the station. The gas giant is nothing but a blue

canvas in the background.

INT. KENDRICK’S PALACE - GUEST QUARTERS

John stand at the window, staring into space.

In the background we hear a NEWS REPORT playing:

FEMALE NEWS ANCHOR

Today marked another milestone in

the long tradition of space

exploration by Starfleet as the USS

Columbia plotted her course for a

five year mission, to explore

strange and new worlds.

John turns around, now facing the big 3D VIDEO WALL where he

sees footage of the USS COLUMBIA, an Intrepid class

starship, as she leaves dry dock.

FEMALE NEWS ANCHOR(CONT’D)

Yesterday our FNN correspondent,

Idil Eser, beamed over to the

intrepid starship for a personal

tour guided by none other than the

ship’s first officer; commander

Gabriella Morientes. You can watch

(CONTINUED)
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FEMALE NEWS ANCHOR(CONT’D)

the report on Idil’s visit to the

ship and an exclusive interview

with captain McLaren later tonight,

but here’s already a short snippet

to whet your appetite.

Just as the image on the video wall jumps from the news

studio to a transporter room, the DOOR CHIMES.

As John’s focus shifts towards the door:

JOHN

Computer: end program.

As the video wall disappears, we realize it wasn’t a real

physical screen but a holographic wall projection.

JOHN (CONT’D)

Open doors.

The doors slide open. Natalie steps into the door frame.

NATALIE

(rubbing her hands)

Can I come in?

John just points at the cushy seats in his quarters.

JOHN

Of course.

Natalie walks over to the seats. As she sits down, so does

John.

NATALIE

(uneasy)

We haven’t really talked since you

got here, have we?

JOHN

No we haven’t. You’ve given me the

cold treatment ever since I set

foot on the station.

NATALIE

I have, haven’t I?

JOHN

(to himself)

Maybe I deserved it. I don’t know.

(CONTINUED)
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NATALIE

We were so close once. Me, you and

Eric. When you left home, a part of

me felt like you were abandoning

us. And after you stopped sending

us messages-

JOHN

We had a war to fight out there.

(staring at the floor)

Every morning I had to drag myself

out of bed, wondering if I would

make it in one piece by the end of

the day.

(ashamed)

I didn’t want to burden you guys

with my fears. I wanted your last

image of me to be of that happy kid

that enjoyed his Starfleet life.

As she puts her hand on his:

NATALIE

But we’re here for you now, John.

You’re home.

JOHN

I know.

As they both smile, through the window behind them, we see

part of the Blue Star docked at the station.

And as we’re slowly pulled out of John’s quarters into:

EXT. GOLIATH ORBIT - KENDRICK’S PALACE

Space. Where we get a final shot of the palace orbiting the

gas giant.

On this we:

FADE OUT TO BLACK
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